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PROBLEM DEFINITION
We all know that credit unions operate in an industry that is highly saturated and competitive. In
particular, with the evolution of payments, credit unions need to be ahead of the curve to continue to
attract mobile-centric members. How might we help credit unions remain relevant and help
consumers understand the value of their money in a digital era?
Through our research we have found several statistics that prove the value of catering to mobile
centric users. Below is some of the data that proves the industry could benefit from a solution such as
SpendClear:
•

Mobile bankers are more profitable. A Fiserv proprietary study of mobile users conducted in
July 2014 found that compared to non-digital bankers, mobile bankers have an attrition rate
that is 10 times lower, they use almost twice as many products on average, and they
1
generate higher annual fees (over four times higher for customers aged 31-40).

•

Consumers’ use of mobile payments has increased significantly in just two years.

•

Consumers expect their use of credit, debit, and cash to decline between now and 2020, with
the gains flowing to services like PayPal and digital currencies. A successful digital payment
or wallet will not only remove payment friction but also offer consumers incentives and
3
information they don’t currently have.
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In addition, not only are consumers demanding the need for financial institutions to be radically
different; they are also foreseeing the shift in the payment industry with statistics shown below:
•

"Today's consumers are capturing every aspect of their lives using platforms such as
Snapchat and Instagram, so it's only logical that they look to their financial institutions to
provide these same types of capabilities for financial transactions," says Daniel Steere,
director, mobile image capture, Fiserv. "Utilizing the photo and video capabilities of mobile
devices to capture information can significantly streamline financial activities and promote
4
consumer engagement."

•

70% of millennials say that in 5 years, the way we pay for things will be totally different.
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So our team is striving to solve the problem of how credit unions might keep transaction accounts
relevant for mobile-centric members?

https://www.fiserv.com/resources/Mobile-Image-Capture-White-Paper-August-2015.pdf
https://www.accenture.com/us-en/insight-2014-north-america-consumer-payments-survey.aspx
3 https://filene.org/research/report/turmoil-in-payments
4 http://www.bankingexchange.com/news-feed/item/5773-mobile-capture-beyond-checks
5 http://www.millennialdisruptionindex.com/
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INNOVATIVE SOLUTION
SpendClear is a mobile tool designed to track purchases and make payments through your
Smartphone. By using mobile capture technology, SpendClear will allow you to scan barcodes of the
items you plan to purchase and link real time to your credit union checking account balances.
The ultimate vision is that SpendClear plugs into your existing credit union mobile app and will allow
for payment through your linked debit or credit card, saving you the time and hassle of waiting to
check out with a cashier. Our solution will disrupt the payments industry by empowering members to
make informed purchasing decisions without the need for a cashier or sales associate.
By bringing the convenience of online shopping to real-time product purchase, this tool will solve for a
host of consumer pain points and dilemmas through multi-phased development.
Initially, our payment tool will solve one major consumer pain point – overdraft occurrences. Since
this tool integrates within the credit union mobile account, our member can see how much they are
spending in comparison to what is in their account. Essentially, we are lessening the occurrence of
unexpected over-spending and, thus, over drafting.
Phase one will also include the member being able to use their camera function to begin the checkout process by capturing barcode information, either while they shop or after they’re finished.
Because all items will be placed in their mobile “shopping-cart” and, with one touch of the screen, the
member can complete their purchase; there’s no more waiting for full-service or self-service check
out stations to become available.
Phase two of our app development would include adding research and review functionality.
Questions about product descriptions, features or how peers have reviewed this product could be
added capabilities. Upon scanning your desired item, our tool will provide product details and reviews
by integrating with Yelp or similar partners to provide better decisions through easily accessible
information.
We intend to solicit twenty credit unions to form a CUSO, ultimately funding the app development and
are still in discussions internally about how to leverage mobile wallets solutions and NFC payments
as the primary means to pay merchants.
Our solution will disrupt the payments industry by empowering members to make informed
purchasing decisions without the need for a cashier or sales associate.
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PROTOTYPE
To demonstrate our prototype we used an app mock up tool, Prezi. We see this solution as a branded
app on your institutions already existing mobile platform.
We introduce SpendClear: https://prezi.com/0cyappjnf6zw/i3-mock-up/

Below are some screen shots of the mock up app tool we used:

(1) Locate an item you wish to purchase
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(2) Scan bar code to update the price in
your cart

(3) Notice the price in your cart on the left compared
to your account balance on the right

(4) Purchase the item

(5) View items purchased from your last trip and reviews of items prior to purchasing. Looking
for that big ticket item? Click ‘Borrow’ to launch a loan application at your Credit Union!
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TESTING AND RESULTS
SpendClear was tested by delivering surveys with the defined prototype and summary of the solution.
There were two distinct audiences targeted:
1. Consumers or end users of the product
2. Leaders at financial institutions that have a keen sense of the payments industry or are heavily
involved in strategy and innovation on a regular basis

Key findings from the consumer survey
Out of 95 consumer participants the following statistics were uncovered:
•
•
•

71.58% have downloaded their institutions mobile app
58.51% said that SpendClear would prompt them to download the app
72.6% of survey participants would use SpendClear at least monthly

Key findings from the leadership survey
•

11 out of 16 credit union leaders would invest in SpendClear

•

Becoming irrelevant is the most troublesome thought for credit union
leaders
3
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BUSINESS MODEL AND 3-YEAR FINANCIAL PROFORMA
Overview
Being able to use your credit union app to not only make sure that, in real time, what you are
purchasing fits into your budget but being able to pay for that item and leave the merchant within
minimal (if any) wait time is going to revolutionize the payment process. In addition to this disruption,
credit unions that are using SpendClear will be taking a step closer to being their members’ primary
financial institution.
To accomplish this extravagant goal, SpendClear will be taking a two-phase approach that will start
with creating an open API mobile experience that credit unions can leverage to enhance their own
mobile app. The funds for the aforementioned vision will be obtained by forming a CUSO and finding
twenty progressive credit unions that want to be on the forefront of this disruption.

CUSO Formation
As the pro forma outlines below, the initial CUSO investment per credit union will be $10,000 the first
year, $5,000 the second year and finally an annual, recurring $2,500 expense for years three through
five. At the end of the fifth year, as an incentive to become a founding CUSO credit union,
SpendClear will be free to the credit unions as long as they remain a part of the SpendClear CUSO.
Additionally, after SpendClear capital reserves reach $250,000 (scheduled to happen at the end of
year 5) founding CUSO credit unions will receive .05% of SpendClear’s net income annually for (you
guessed it) as long as they remain a part of the SpendClear CUSO.

Phase I and II Breakdown
Founding CUSO credit unions can expect to have access to phase I of SpendClear within 16 months
after their initial $10,000 investment. As a reminder, within this phase, members will be able to scan
in items they wish to purchase and see instantly be able to see what sort of impact this is going to
have on their checking account balance.
In year two, the expectation is that SpendClear will be signing up 10 other credit unions to raise
additional capital to help pay for staff and maintenance expenses as well as the funding of Phase II;
SpendClear users being able to research products and provide reviews on purchases.
Throughout these first couple of years, we will leverage the CUSO owners to help solve
showstoppers issues like (1) being able to complete the payment transaction within SpendClear or (2)
partnering with merchants to determine the most effective way to work through security issues.
SpendClear will also be pinging CUSO owners to determine what the ideal SpendClear development
roadmap needs to looks like. New development ideas like allowing users to (1) build their own
budgets, (2) see they’re about to go negative and either opt-in or be instantly approved for a line of
credit or (3) gamify the experience need to be vetted.

Selling SpendClear
It will be SpendClear’s Operations and Sales Director’s primary function to help credit unions
understand that making a financial commitment to becoming their members’ primary financial app is a
long-term investment in the credit union’s future. While each credit union will view this expense
differently, we believe it is best thought of as a Marketing Expense where the ROI can be measured
via driving new Gen Y and Z memberships and a bigger deposit and loan share of wallet of current
Gen Y and Z members. As you can see from the pro-forma, this would be a reasonable marketing
investment for credit unions with some giveback to founding investors in future while educating an
upcoming population through the challenges of higher education.
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COMMENTS, NEXT STEPS, AND CALL TO ACTION
Comments
The target audience would be millennials, and we know that this group gravitates towards anything
mobile. 53% of millennials surveyed don’t think their bank offers anything different than other banks,
and we feel like this solution is a true disruptor and differentiator. Not only does it allow the member
to see their spending real time and make their spending capacity more visible, but if offers a channel
that is quick and easy for everyday shopping.
Next Steps
To bring SpendClear to market further refinement of the application with a vendor to develop the app,
integration into merchant’s checkout system and adoption from credit unions and their members will
be critical. One business model would be for credit unions to crowd source the app development and
we could possibly leverage mobile wallet solutions and NFC payments as the primary means to pay
merchants. Additional diligence on security and the payment acceptance through the app would need
to be further explored as well.
Call to Action
Going shopping has never been so fun and easy, and the Credit Union reaps the benefit of being top
of wallet by allowing their members to use this tool! Please send your feedback to Filene and help
with the launch of this solution to market today.
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ABOUT FILENE
Filene Research Institute is an independent, consumer finance think and do tank. We are
dedicated to scientific and thoughtful analysis about issues affecting the future of credit
unions, retail banking, and cooperative finance.
Deeply embedded in the credit union tradition is an ongoing search for better ways to
understand and serve credit union members. Open inquiry, the free flow of ideas, and debate
are essential parts of the true democratic process. Since 1989, through Filene, leading
scholars and thinkers have analyzed managerial problems, public policy questions, and
consumer needs for the benefit of the credit union system. We support research, innovation,
and impact that enhance the well-being of consumers and assist credit unions and other
financial cooperatives in adapting to rapidly changing economic, legal, and social
environments.
We’re governed by an administrative board made up of credit union CEOs, the CEOs of
CUNA & Affiliates and CUNA Mutual Group, and the chairman of the American Association of
Credit Union Leagues (AACUL). Our research priorities are determined by a national
Research Council comprised of credit union CEOs and the president/CEO of the Credit Union
Executives Society.
We live by the famous words of our namesake, credit union and retail pioneer Edward A.
Filene: “Progress is the constant replacing of the best there is with something still better.”
Together, Filene and our thousands of supporters seek progress for credit unions by
challenging the status quo, thinking differently, looking outside, asking and answering tough
questions, and collaborating with like-minded organizations.
Filene is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. Nearly 1,000 members make our research,
innovation, and impact programs possible. Learn more at filene.org.

“Progress is the constant replacing of the best there is with something still better.”
—Edward A. Filene
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